**Putting on Protective Clothing (Donning)**

1. **Shoe Covers.**
2. **Coveralls or Isolation Gown:** At minimum, fully cover torso from neck to knees, arms to ends of wrists. Fasten or secure appropriately.
3. **First set of gloves underneath cuff of coveralls or gown.**
4. **Tape sleeves and trouser cuffs (as applicable).** Tape any other potential areas of contaminant entry, such as an uncovered zipper.
5. **Face Mask:** Secure ties or elastic band. Fit flexible band to bridge of nose and secure below chin.
6. **Head Covering.**
7. **Face Shield or Goggles.**
8. **Second set of gloves.** Extend to cover wrist of coveralls or isolation gown.
9. **Identifying Information:** Name and role on front and back of protective wear.
10. **Dosimeter (if available).**